i've officially met my match

germ* buster
you don't have to replace one unpleasant odor with another in the name of clean: your toilet—and olfactory system—deserve better. give your bathroom a disinfecting jolt with a toilet bowl cleaner that uses ingredients like citric acid to purge dirt and germs* your nose hairs will thank you.

kills 99.9% of household germs, including influenza a, staphylococcus aureus, escherichi coli, salmonella enterica, on hard, non-porous surfaces.

made by and for people against dirty

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: it is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling, for heavily soiled areas a pre-cleaning step is required. to clean: twist to open, squirt under rim; brush; flush; done. to sanitize: empty toilet bowl, squirt to cover surface, wait 5 minutes; then brush and flush. to disinfect: empty toilet bowl, squirt to cover surface; wait 10 minutes; then brush and flush.

storage and disposal: non-refillable container.
store airtight at room temperature; do not reuse or refill this empty container. offer empty container for recycling. if recycling is not available, discard in trash.

it's always a good idea to test in an inconspicuous place first.
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method
ANTIBAC TOILET
antibacterial toilet cleaner

spearmint

KILLS 99.9% OF HOUSEHOLD GERMS* CLEANS AND DISINFECTS